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Le Syndrome indigo Skyhorse
What exactly is goodness? Where is it
found in the literary imagination? Toni
Morrison, one of American letters’ greatest
voices, pondered these perplexing
questions in her celebrated Ingersoll
Lecture, delivered at Harvard University in
2012 and published now for the first time.
Perhaps because it is overshadowed by
the more easily defined evil, goodness
often escapes our attention. Recalling
many literary examples, from Ahab to
Coetzee’s Michael K, Morrison seeks the
essence of goodness and ponders its
significant place in her writing. She
considers the concept in relation to
unforgettable characters from her own
works of fiction and arrives at conclusions
that are both eloquent and edifying. In a

lively interview conducted for this book,
Morrison further elaborates on her
lecture’s ideas, discussing goodness not
only in literature but in society and
history—particularly black history, which has
responded to centuries of brutality with
profound creativity. Morrison’s essay is
followed by a series of responses by
scholars in the fields of religion, ethics,
history, and literature to her thoughts on
goodness and evil, mercy and love, racism
and self-destruction, language and
liberation, together with close examination
of literary and theoretical expressions from
her works. Each of these contributions,
written by a scholar of religion, considers
the legacy of slavery and how it continues
to shape our memories, our complicities,
our outcries, our lives, our communities, our
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literature, and our faith. In addition, the
contributors engage the religious
orientation in Morrison’s novels so that
readers who encounter her many
memorable characters such as Sula,
Beloved, or Frank Money will learn and
appreciate how Morrison’s notions of
goodness and mercy also reflect her
understanding of the sacred and the human
spirit.
The Osbick Bird Fremantle Press
It is 2007 and Austria is in the grip of a
sinister epidemic: Indigo Syndrome.
Children are the carriers, and anyone who
comes near them is afflicted with severe
headaches, nausea, and vertigo. These
Indigo children are sent away to the
Helianau Institute in Styria, in the
mountainous heart of the country, a

protected zone where they cannot affect the
wider population. There, one of the teachers,
Clemens Setz, witnesses students being
taken away in strange masks. They never
come back. When Setz tries to find out what
is going on, he swiftly loses his job, but he
doesn't give up trying to uncover Helianau's
dark secrets.Fourteen years later, in 2021,
former Indigo child Robert Tatzel notices an
article in the newspaper about his old
teacher: Clemens Setz has just been
acquitted in a brutal murder trial. But Tatzel
harbours resentments against Setz from his
days at Helianau, and decides to
investigate.Set in a world uncannily familiar
and yet entirely strange, Indigo is part
thrilling detective story, part post-modern
puzzle. Clemens J. Setz has written a novel
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that will change the way we read novels, and
change the way we look at the world.
Funeral for a Dog: A Novel
Algonquin Books
The playwright and novelist
Thomas Bernhard was one of the
most widely translated and admired
writers of his generation, winner of
the three most coveted literary
prizes in Germany. Gargoyles, one
of his earliest novels, is a singular,
surreal study of the nature of
humanity. One morning a doctor and
his son set out on daily rounds
through the grim mountainous
Austrian countryside. They observe
the colorful characters they
encounter—from an innkeeper whose

wife has been murdered to a crippled
musical prodigy kept in a
cage—coping with physical misery,
madness, and the brutality of the
austere landscape. The parade of
human grotesques culminates in a
hundred-page monologue by an
eccentric, paranoid prince, a
relentlessly flowing cascade of
words that is classic Bernhard.
Close to Jedenew University of Virginia Press
A New York Review Books Original In 1908,
deep in Siberia, it fell to earth. THEIR ICE. A
young man on a scientific expedition found it.
It spoke to his heart, and his heart named him
Bro. Bro felt the Ice. Bro knew its purpose. To
bring together the 23,000 blond, blue-eyed
Brothers and Sisters of the Light who were
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scattered on earth. To wake their sleeping
hearts. To return to the Light. To destroy this
world. And secretly, throughout the twentieth
century and up to our own day, the Children of
the Light have pursued their beloved goal. Pulp
fiction, science fiction, New Ageism,
pornography, video-game mayhem, old-time
Communist propaganda, and rampant
commercial hype all collide, splinter, and
splatter in Vladimir Sorokin’s virtuosic Ice
Trilogy, a crazed joyride through modern times
with the promise of a truly spectacular crash at
the end. And the reader, as eager for the
redemptive fix of a good story as the Children
are for the Primordial Light, has no choice
except to go along, caught up in a brilliant
illusion from which only illusion escapes intact.
Doom Creek W. W. Norton & Company
The Cultural Construction of Monstrous Children

raises important questions at the heart of society and
culture, and through an interdisciplinary, trans-
cultural analysis presents important findings on socio-
cultural representations and embodiments of the child
and childhood. At the start of the 21st, new anxieties
constellate around the child and childhood, while
older concerns have re-emerged, mutated, and grown
stronger. But as historical analysis shows, they have
been ever-present concerns. This innovative and
interdisciplinary collection of essays considers
examples of monstrous children since the 16th
century to the present, spanning real-life and popular
culture, to exhibit the manifestation of the Western
cultural anxiety around the problematic, anomalous
child as naughty, dangerous, or just plain evil. The
book takes an inter- and multidisciplinary approach,
drawing upon fields as diverse as sociology,
psychology, film, and literature, to study the role of
the child and childhood within contemporary
Western culture and to see the historic ways in which
each discipline intersects and influences the other.
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The Familiar, Volume 1 Verso Books
A celebration of the greatest kind of shop in the
world, by an award-winning cast of writers
including Ali Smith, Michael Dirda, Elif Shafak
and Daniel Kehlmann. A cabinet of curiosities, a
time machine, a treasure trove - we love
bookshops because they possess a unique kind of
magic. In Browse, Henry Hitchings asks fifteen
writers from around the world to reveal their
favourite bookshops, each conjuring a specific
time and place. These inquisitive, enchanting
pieces are a collective celebration of bookshops -
for anyone who has ever fallen under their spell.
Contributors include Alaa Al Aswany, Stefano
Benni, Michael Dirda, Daniel Kehlmann, Andrey
Kurkov, Yiyun Li, Pankaj Mishra, Dorthe Nors,
Yvonne Adhiambo Owuor, Elif Shafak, Ian
Sansom, Iain Sinclair, Ali Smith, Sa�a Stani�ic,
and Juan Gabriel Vásquez. A dazzling

collection of original essays about the bookshop
by fifteen bestselling international authors.
The Cultural Construction of Monstrous Children
Springer
As ethnic tensions escalate into war, Marija returns in
confusion to her native Croatia - call it a mid-life
crisis. She soon takes up with a young soldier, but her
age does not give her the least power over him. On
the other side of the world, her estranged father is
gearing up to enter the fray, raising the cash to raise an
army. Exiled to Argentina, he has been waiting for
this moment since 1945. But war is a young man's
game, and even his closest comrades cannot be
trusted. If the Old Man is to meet his daughter again it
will be in a world altered beyond his understanding,
where the only soldiers he commands are in his head.
Indigo Vintage
The unforgettable protagonist of Lola returns
in a gritty, high-octane thriller about a
brilliant woman who will stop at nothing to
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protect her growing drug empire, even if she
has to go to war with a rival cartel...or her own
family It took sacrifice, pain, and more than a
few dead bodies, but Lola has clawed her way
to the top of her South Central Los Angeles
neighborhood. Her gang has grown beyond a
few trusted soldiers into a full-fledged empire,
and the influx of cash has opened up a world
that she has never known--one where her
daughter can attend a good school, where her
mother can live in safety, and where Lola can
finally dream of a better life. But with great
opportunity comes great risk, and as Lola
ascends the hierarchy of the city's underworld
she attracts the attention of a dangerous new
cartel who sees her as their greatest obstacle to
dominance. Soon Lola finds herself sucked
into a deadly all-out drug war that threatens to

destroy everything she's built. But even as Lola
readies to go to war, she learns that the greatest
threat may not be a rival drug lord but a
danger far closer to home: her own brother.
Edgy, complex, and breathtakingly
propulsive, Melissa Scrivner Love has crafted a
novel sure to please not only those who loved
her first book but everyone who enjoys a
gripping thriller.
American Heroin University of Iowa Press
An eerie and uncanny mystery, reminiscent of
early Pynchon, and the American debut of
one of the most acclaimed young European
novelists. In the Austrian state of Styria lies the
Helianau Institute, a boarding school for
children born with a mysterious condition
known as Indigo syndrome. Anyone who
comes near them immediately suffers from
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nausea and vertigo. Clemens Setz—a
fictionalized doppelg�nger of the author—is
a young math teacher who loses his job at the
school after attempting to investigate the
mysterious “relocations” of several
children. Fourteen years later, Robert, a
former student, discovers a newspaper article
about Setz’s acquittal for the murder of an
animal abuser. Could there be a connection
between this story, which continues to haunt
Robert, and the puzzling events of the past?
DeLillo-esque in its exploration of alienation
and anxiety, Indigo weaves together bizarre
historical anecdotes, such as Edison’s
electrocution of an elephant, with pop cultural
marginalia and pseudoscience to create a
“literary work that makes its own laws . . .
rich in dialogue and variety, amusing and

anecdotal, but also brutal and unfathomable”
(Der Spiegel).
Evil Children in the Popular Imagination New
Directions Publishing Corporation
“The kind of writing that makes us want to read the
whole book as soon as possible; a shot of adrenaline
that immediately takes us to a new world.”—David
Varno, Words Without Borders Journalist Daniel
Mandelkern leaves Hamburg on assignment to
interview Dirk Svensson, a reclusive children's book
author who lives alone on the Italian side of Lake
Lugano with his three-legged dog. Mandelkern has
been quarreling with his wife (who is also his editor);
he suspects she has other reasons for sending him
away.After stumbling on a manuscript of Svensson's
about a complicated ménage a trois, Mandelkern is
plunged into mysteries past and present. Rich with
anthropological and literary allusion, this prize-
winning debut set in Europe, Brazil, and New York,
tells the parallel stories of two writers struggling with
the burden of the past and the uncertainties of the
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future. Funeral for a Dog won the prestigious Uwe-
Johnson Prize, and critics raved: "Pletzinger's debut is
a real smash hit. It's been a long time since a young
German writer has thrown himself into the hurly-
burly of life and literature with so much intelligence
and bravado" (Wolfgang Hobel, Der Spiegel).
Lawn Boy Vintage
In a brilliant collaboration by New York Times and
critically acclaimed coauthors Charlaine Harris,
Christopher Golden, Kelley Armstrong, Jonathan
Maberry, Kat Richardson, Seanan McGuire, Tim
Lebbon, Cherie Priest, James A. Moore, and Mark
Morris join forces to bring you a crime-solving novel
like you’ve never read before. Investigative reporter
Nora Hesper spends her nights cloaked in shadows.
As Indigo, she’s become an urban myth, a brutal
vigilante who can forge darkness into weapons and
travel across the city by slipping from one patch of
shadow to another. Her primary focus both as Nora
and as Indigo has become a murderous criminal cult
called the Children of Phonos. Children are being

murdered in New York, and Nora is determined to
make it stop, even if that means Indigo must eliminate
every member. But in the aftermath of a bloody battle,
a dying cultist makes claims that cause Indigo to
question her own origin and memories. Nora’s
parents were killed when she was nineteen years old.
She took the life insurance money and went off to
explore the world, leading to her becoming a student
of meditation and strange magic in a mountaintop
monastery in Nepal...a history that many would
realize sounds suspiciously like the origins of several
comic book characters. As Nora starts to pick apart
her memory, it begins to unravel. Her parents are
dead, but the rest is a series of lies. Where did she get
the power inside her?
Indigo Pomegranate Communications
Indigo
METAfiktionen Vintage
On the eve of the controversial, posthumous
publication of The Original of Laura, Michael
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Maar follows his critically acclaimed The Two
Lolitas with a revealing new perspective on
Vladimir Nabokov’s life and work. Hunting
down long-hidden clues in the novels, and
using the themes that run through
Nabokov’s fiction to illuminate the life that
produced them, Maar constructs a compelling
psychological and philosophical portrait.
Characteristically graceful and engaging,
Speak, Nabokov offers a vital new perspective
on the twentieth-century master.
Under the Glacier Quercus Publishing
Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2015 im Fachbereich
Germanistik - Neuere Deutsche Literatur, Note: 1,3,
Eberhard-Karls-Universit�t Tübingen, Sprache:
Deutsch, Abstract: Diese Hausarbeit untersucht das
Ph�nomen des Unheimlichen in Clemens J. Setz'
Roman und versucht seiner unheimlichen Wirkung
auf die Spur zu kommen. Als �dialog- und

abwechslungsreich, amüsant und anekdotisch, aber
auch brutal und abgründig“, in der Lektüre
�nicht immer leicht, manchmal abschreckend,
gelegentlich zum Verrücktlachen“, als �ein
schrilles Vexierkabinett, vollgestopft mit Verweisen
auf alles Abseitige und Grausame“ – so beschreiben
Stimmen des Feuilletons Clemens J. Setz' 2012
erschienenen Roman Indigo. Die Kritik des Werkes
bewegt sich dabei zwischen der Anerkennung des
Buches als �unheimliches Meisterwerk“ und einer
Charakterisierung als �Luftnummer“ und
�Mumpitz“. Durchg�ngig scheint jedoch die
Beobachtung eines (angestrebten) Effekts beim Leser
zu sein, der von Verwirrung bis zu Gefühlen des
Schauderns reicht. So beschreibt beispielsweise Jens
Jessens in seinem Artikel Kinder zum Kotzen eine
�unheimliche[n] Expressivit�t“ des Textes, durch
welche letztlich �der kognitive Prozess der Lektüre
in eine physische Reaktion umschl�gt“.
Britannica Book of the Year 2013 W. W.
Norton & Company
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Das Werk des �sterreichischen Schriftstellers
Clemens J. Setz stellt einen vor
Herausforderungen: In der literarischen
�ffentlichkeit gelten seine Texte trotz
zahlreicher Belobigungen als r�tselhaft,
irritierend oder sperrig. Einfache oder
zumindest eindeutige Erkl�rungen für die
darin geschilderten, oft unwirklich oder sogar
magisch erscheinenden Ereignisse gibt es
gr��tenteils nicht, was im eigentümlichen
Kontrast zu den ebenso gro�r�umig wie
detailreich geschilderten, nicht selten
idiosynkratischen Wahrnehmungen und
Reflexionen der Figuren steht. Eingebunden in
eine reichhaltige Verweisstruktur auf
verschiedenen Ebenen, die sich insbesondere
in einer Vielzahl von Metaphern
niederschl�gt, müssen sich Leser:innen im

Bemühen um eine koh�rente Erz�hlung
immer wieder mit Erkenntnislücken und
komplexen Assoziationen, Verunsicherungen
von Realit�tskonventionen und
semantischen Ambivalenzen befassen. Damit
ist, so die These des Bandes, ein poetologisch
auszuwertendes Verfahren indiziert: Magische
Vorstellungen werden im Verbund mit
metaphorischen Konzeptionen in Setz’
Romanen literarisch verarbeitet und nehmen
in ihrem gemeinsamen Auftreten eine
bedeutsame �sthetische und epistemische
Funktion ein. Die ihnen zugrundeliegenden
kognitiven Prozesse stehen dabei in
elementarer Verwandtschaft, denn ihr
gemeinsamer Wahrnehmungs- und
Darstellungsmodus beruht auf analogischer
Beziehungshaftigkeit, die sinnstiftend und in
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ihrer Wirkung besonders nachhaltig ist. Nach
einem einführenden Teil in das noch kaum
erforschte Werk von Clemens J. Setz
entwickelt der Band zun�chst eine
eigenst�ndige kognitions�sthetische
Theorie zu Magie und Metapher unter
Rückgriff auf verschiedene interdisziplin�re
Ans�tze, die dann im Rahmen einer
detaillierten Analyse des Textkorpus geprüft
und schlie�lich in kritischer Diskussion der
Ergebnisse begründet wird.
The Lone Assassin Suhrkamp Taschenbuch
Based on a true occurrence, this stunning novella
- already a European sensation - tells the story of
a town gone mad in its desire to survive the
Nazis... by getting rid of its Jews.
Paranoia TV Suhrkamp Verlag
Somewhere in the Austrian Alps, a group of

men in their thirties have gathered for a
weekend away. When they come down from
their cabin, the world has ended. As the men
wander through this destroyed human
landscape, Euphoria's nameless narrator
reveals only small, shocking details - a crashed
helicopter, a boy sitting impassively beside his
murdered parents, a provincial nightclub full
of charred bodies. Seeking food and fuel for
the fire, but finding only the pointless
remnants of their suddenly vanished world,
the men realise that all they have left is their
lives. And are those really worth anything in a
world where their future has crumbled away,
their past remains only as an empty taunt and
their present is reduced to the monotonous
trudge of animal survival? An austere,
troubling tale of how quickly men become
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beasts, Euphoria explores the repressed
savagery of human nature and the disturbing
meaningless of a world run free from society's
restraints.
Goodness and the Literary Imagination
Pomegranate Communications
Nobel laureate Halldór Laxness’s Under
the Glacier is a one-of-a-kind masterpiece, a
wryly provocative novel at once earthy and
otherworldly. At its outset, the Bishop of
Iceland dispatches a young emissary to
investigate certain charges against the pastor at
Sn�fells Glacier, who, among other things,
appears to have given up burying the dead.
But once he arrives, the emissary finds that
this dereliction counts only as a mild
eccentricity in a community that regards itself
as the center of the world and where Creation

itself is a work in progress. What is the emissary
to make, for example, of the boarded-up
church? What about the mysterious building
that has sprung up alongside it? Or the fact
that Pastor Primus spends most of his time
shoeing horses? Or that his wife, Ua
(pronounced “ooh-a,” which is what men
invariably sputter upon seeing her), is
rumored never to have bathed, eaten, or slept?
Piling improbability on top of improbability,
Under the Glacier overflows with comedy
both wild and deadpan as it conjures a
phantasmagoria as beguiling as it is profound.
Indigo Pushkin Press
Sergeant Nick Chester has dodged the Geordie
gangsters he once feared and is out of hiding and
looking forward to the quiet life. But gold fever is
creating ill feeling between prospectors, and a new
threat lurks in the form of trigger-happy Americans
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preparing for doomsday by building a bolthole in the
valley. As tensions simmer, Nick finds himself up
against an evil that knows no borders and no depths.
Winters in the South Crown
Does literature need the book? With electronic
texts and reading devices growing increasingly
popular, the codex is no longer the default format
of fiction. Yet as Alexander Starre shows in
Metamedia, American literature has rediscovered
the book as an artistic medium after the first e-
book hype in the late 1990s. By fusing narrative
and design, a number of “bibliographic”
writers have created reflexive
fictions—metamedia—that invite us to read
printed formats in new ways. Their work
challenges ingrained theories and beliefs about
literary communication and its connections to
technology and materiality. Metamedia explores
the book as a medium that matters and

introduces innovative critical concepts to better
grasp its narrative significance. Combining
sustained textual analysis with impulses from the
fields of book history, media studies, and systems
theory, Starre explains the aesthetics and the
cultural work of complex material fictions, such as
Mark Z.Danielewski’s House of Leaves (2000),
Chip Kidd’s The Cheese Monkeys (2001),
Salvador Plascencia’s The People of Paper
(2005), Reif Larsen’s The Selected Works of T.
S. Spivet (2009), and Jonathan Safran Foer’s
Tree of Codes (2010). He also broadens his
analysis beyond the genre of the novel in an
extensive account of the influential literary
magazine McSweeney’s Quarterly Concern and
its founder, Dave Eggers. For this millennial
generation of writers and publishers, the
computer was never a threat to print culture, but a
powerful tool to make better books. In careful
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close readings, Starre puts typefaces, layouts, and
cover designs on the map of literary criticism. At
the same time, the book steers clear of bibliophile
nostalgia and technological euphoria as it follows
writers, designers, and publishers in the process of
shaping the surprising history of literary
bookmaking after digitization.
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